NSF/ANSI 60-2018
Expected January 2019

Issue 79:
Annexes A and C were removed from NSF/ANSI 60

- Public comment closes 12/10/18
YOU LOOK SO MUCH THINNER!

THANKS! I HAD MY APPENDIX REMOVED...
NSF/ANSI 600 - *Health effects evaluation and criteria for chemicals in drinking water*

Expected January 2019

**Issue 1**

- Includes previous Annex A and the pass/fail values under previous Annex C.

- Updated criteria for PFOA and PFAS and footnote to provide guidance when limitations in analytical methods may preclude detection at levels sufficient to report these compounds at or below the SPAC.
**NSF/ANSI 600** - Health effects evaluation and criteria for chemicals in drinking water

Expected January 2019

Issue 2

- Updates several pass/fail values included under Table 4.1

  CPHC closes 12/17/18
  Public comment closes on 12/31/18
Questions?
NSF Standards Development Process
Types of JC Submissions

Issue Paper
- Proposals for a new standard
- Addition of a new claim to an existing product standard
- Revision of a requirement in an existing standard
- Any other request for action by the JC (e.g., formation of task group)

Information Paper
- Task group updates
- Research or other news that would be of interest to this committee
- No action is being requested of the JC at the time

Request for Interpretation
- Provides clarification on current requirement/language under a standard
- A written response will be issued on whether or not the requestor’s interpretation is consistent with the intent of the JC
Task Groups

- Open to both voting JC members and observers
- No application required
- Recommended limit of 15 members
- TG Chair selected by the JC Chair
Task Groups

Requirements of balance do not apply but should have at least one member from each category.

Observers are permitted at the discretion of the appropriate Chair.

TG memberships may be terminated at the discretion of the TG Chair.
TG Chair

- Works with JC secretariat to determine meeting schedule and frequency needed to achieve goal
- Submits agenda prior to the meeting
- Holds members accountable
- Reports progress and recommendations to JC
Questions?